February 10, 2021
To whom it may concern:
I would like to take the time to recognize all the help we received from the Russ
Bassett team in the design and setup of our newly purchased Bassett slat wall consoles.
The Russ Bassett team has helped us out tremendously in the complicated design/layout of
the Micro En-route Automated Radar Tracking System (Micro-EARTS) and Flight Data
Processing System (FDPS) at the William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC) in Atlantic City
New Jersey.
The MEARTS and FDPS lab was in dire need for space with our ongoing Technical Refresh to
new technology and expanding DOD sites. Mitch took his time out to fly to our facility to take
measurements and identified the best design to accommodate our growing needs for Space
and also ease of operability. In an area that could only accommodate 20 Air Traffic Controller
(ATC) Displays he designed the new area to accept a multi-tiered system which now is more
ergonomic and supports up to 50 ATC displays. The Russ Bassett team was very detailed in
the design of our new area and they were in constant contact with the MEARTS and FDPS
Lead (Joe Smarra) and also the facility engineering group to ensure the proper alignment of
the anchoring and cable access ports needed for the new consoles. The facilities
engineering group was very impressed with the templates and accurate measurements of
the access port placements that once the consoles were installed it made it easy to anchor
the consoles to the floor to support the seismic and weight of the Bassett Furniture.
Once the consoles were delivered to the facility, the Russ Bassett team was on top of the
delivery and also ensured that all of the material was delivered and not
damaged. They scheduled installation and showed up at the WJHTC with the Russ
Bassett installation team. Installation took 3 days and the team was very professional and
ensured that everything was installed properly and made sure that the area cleaned after
they left.
The MEARTS and FDPS team owe Mitch Herrick, Randy Tutaj, Marvi Higuera, Mike
Dressendorfer and their Installation team a great thank you for providing constant guidance
in our new Lab design and for helping us create a more professional and organized lab/work
environment. With all of the different types of consoles on the market, the Russ Bassett
equipment is far superior to the others. The time Russ Bassett took to ensure their
product/consoles fit our requirements out weighted all other competition.
Thanks Again!
Joseph Smarra
MEARTS and FDPS hardware lead
FDPS System Manager
Leidos Alternate Technical Contract Officer
609.485.8547

